PERFECTION® PRO
BASEBALL

Perfection® Collegiate Flat Seam
3B-PPROF-CL
• Pro-grade premium leather cover
• New Collegiate Flat Seam™
• Pro-grade gray wool windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center
• Meets NCAA specifications
• Recommended for collegiate level play

Perfection® Pro
3B-PPRO
• Pro-grade premium leather cover
• Performance Raised Seam™
• Pro-grade gray wool windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center
• NFHS approved
• Recommended for high school level play

Perfection® NFHS
3B-NFHS
• Pro-grade premium leather cover
• Performance Raised Seam™
• A-grade gray wool windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center
• NFHS approved
• Recommended for high school level play, senior youth and youth leagues

Proud to be the official ball of these state associations:

Hawaii High School Athletic Association, Louisiana High School Athletic Association, Massachusetts Interscholastic Athletic Association, Oahu Interscholastic Association, Texas University Interscholastic League

COREBOND™
Splined leather tight to the core, eliminating stretch and undue softness found in other baseballs.

PERFORMANCE RAISED SEAM™
Featuring the consistent height, width, and durability the game demands.

BALLISTIC WINDING TECHNOLOGY™
Proprietary winding technology produces a more durable, high compression core for maximum performance.

Hawaii High School Athletic Association, Louisiana High School Athletic Association, Massachusetts Interscholastic Athletic Association, Oahu Interscholastic Association, Texas University Interscholastic League
OFFICIAL LEAGUE BASEBALLS

Official League 2BBG
• Premium leather cover (A-grade)
• Performance Raised Seam™
• Premium blend windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center
• NFHS approved
• Recommended for high school, senior youth and youth leagues

Official League 1BBG
• Premium leather cover (B-grade)
• Performance Raised Seam™
• Synthetic blend windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center

Official League Collegiate Flat Seam 2BBGF
• Premium leather cover (A-grade)
• New Collegiate Flat Seam™
• Premium blend windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center
• Recommended for college practice

Official League B100
• Premium leather cover (B-grade)
• Performance Raised Seam™
• Synthetic blend windings
• Ballistic Winding Technology™
• Cushioned cork center

TRAINING BASEBALLS

Ballistic™ Baseball PBBSKS
• Genuine leather pitching machine ball
• Flat Kevlar seam
• Dura cork/rubber core maintains its shape longer
• Universal in any pitching machine
• Alternating red and blue stitching differentiates from game and practice balls
WHY RUIN ANOTHER GAME BALL?

DEFY THE RAIN with the ALL WEATHER™ BASEBALL

• Save up to 50% of your baseball budget - don’t waste standard wound balls when it’s wet.
• Balls remain playable even when wet and return to original weight after 24 hours drying time.

• Differentiate from your official league baseballs with our blue seam.
• Doubles as a great practice ball in dry conditions.

The All Weather ball and the traditional ball are placed into water at the same time.

After 20 minutes the traditional ball sinks due to moisture absorption while the All Weather ball is still afloat.

After 24 hrs in the water the All Weather ball is still floating!

With 24 hrs of drying time, the All Weather ball has returned to its original weight, while the traditional ball remains un-playable.

All Weather™ Baseball
PR-0A
• Genuine leather cover
• Exclusive CoreGuard™ Moisture Protection Technology
• Performance Raised Seam™
• Cork/rubber center
• Blue stitching to avoid mixing with other practice balls

AVAILABLE IN BAGS OF 4 DOZEN

—

TRAINING BASEBALLS

Seamed Pitching Machine Baseball
PBBRS
• Genuine baseball appearance trains your eye for the real pitch
• Patented inset seams protect seam color from wearing off
• White, 9" dimpled, official weight
• Great for wet weather batting

AVAILABLE IN BAGS OF 2.5 DOZEN

Featherlite™ Training Baseball
SBBR
• Patented Featherlite™ limited flight lightweight pitching machine baseball
• Genuine baseball appearance trains your eye for the real pitch
• Patented inset seams protect seam color from wearing off
• White, 9" dimpled, approx. 1.5 oz.
• Great for training and youth

AVAILABLE IN BAGS OF 4 DOZEN

Big Leaguer™ Training Baseball
BLG
• 9" plastic training ball
• Genuine baseball appearance trains your eye for the real pitch
• Patented inset seams protect seam color from wearing off
• Tough construction prevents cracking and splitting

AVAILABLE IN BAGS OF 4 DOZEN

Different pitches will produce different spin and seam movement. Learn to identify multiple pitch types in the cage. Baden training balls are the ONLY practice balls to feature an inset red seam.
SAFETY BASEBALLS

Safety T-Ball
SAF-88T
• Level 1 Safety
• Sponge rubber center
• Synthetic leather cover

Safety Baseball
SAF-55
• Level 5 Safety
• Synthetic leather cover
• Commonly used for coach pitch

AUTOGRAPH BASEBALLS

Autograph Baseball
ABB-B
• Blank panels
• Synthetic Cover
• Red stitching
• Customization available

For more customization options see opposite page.

Also, see equipment on page 17.

OVERSEAS CUSTOMIZATION

• 90 to 120 day lead time
• Customized look and logo
• 100 dozen minimum order

Customize logo at the factory or keep things simple with a pad print application. It’s your ball, your choice!

DOMESTIC PAD PRINT

• Two weeks or less lead time
• Choose up to 3 different colors for logos
• Available on all game and practice balls
• 10 dozen minimum order
**PERFECTION SOFTBALL**

Baden’s exclusive Pro leather cover is created using a special process to create better feel and grip.

**COREBOND™**
Keeps leather tight to the core, eliminating stretch and undue softness found in other softballs.

**CONTROL SEAM**
Rounded seams that maximize a pitcher’s performance.

**PRO LEATHER COVER**

**GAME FASTPITCH SOFTBALLS**

**Perfection® Series Game Ball**
2BSSFPY
- Perfection® leather cover
- Control Seam™
- Poly core center
- Optic yellow
- Red stitching
- Size: 12"
- NFHS approved

**All Weather™ Series Fastpitch**
2BSSFPY
- Composite CoreGuard™ optic yellow cover
- Remains playable even when wet
- Returns to original weight after 24 hours drying time
- Poly core center
- Size: 12"
- Differentiates from your official league softballs with our blue seam.
- Doubles as a great practice ball in dry conditions.

**Proud to be the official ball of these state associations:**

[State logos and names]
OFFICIAL LEAGUE FASTPITCH SOFTBALLS

ASA® Approved
2A312FLY / 2A311FLY / 2A311FY
- Available in Perfection® leather or composite covers
- Control Seam™
- Poly core center
- Optic yellow
- Red stitching
- Sizes available: 12" & 11" Composite

ASA® Approved Leather
2N412FLY / 2N411FLY
- Perfection® leather cover
- Control Seam™
- Poly core center
- Optic yellow
- Black stitching
- Size: 12" & 11"

USSSSA® Approved Leather
2U312FLY / 2U311FLY
- Perfection® leather cover
- Control Seam™
- Poly core center
- Optic yellow
- Blue stitching
- Size: 12" & 11"

USSSSA® SLOWPITCH SOFTBALLS

Classic Plus
0U375YCP
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Blue stitching
- Size: 12"

Classic W
1U40011YS
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Blue stitching
- Size: 11"

Classic M
0U325YS
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Blue stitching
- Size: 12"
**NSA® SLOWPITCH SOFTBALLS**

**Fire™ NSA300YS**
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Black stitching
- Size: 12"

COR .52
275 LBS.

**Fire™ NSA300YS11**
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Black stitching
- Size: 11"

COR .52
275 LBS.

**ASA® SLOWPITCH SOFTBALLS**

**Fire™ ASA300YS/ASA300YS11**
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Red stitching
- Size: 12" & 11"

COR .52
300 LBS.

**NON-LICENSED SLOWPITCH SOFTBALLS**

**Fire™ NSA300YS11**
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Black stitching
- Size: 12"

COR .44
375 LBS.

**ASA® SLOWPITCH SOFTBALLS**

**Fire™ ASA300YS11**
- Fire™ power core
- Optic yellow synthetic cover
- Black stitching
- Size: 11"

**AUTOGRAPH SOFTBALLS**

**Autograph Softball ASB-Y**
- Synthetic cover
- Blank panels
- Red stitching

For more customization options see page 16.

Also, see equipment on page 17.
Seamed Pitching Machine Softball
PSBRSY
- Genuine softball appearance trains your eye for the real pitch
- Patented inset seams protect seam color from wearing off
- Optic yellow
- 12” official weight

Available in buckets of 2 dozen

Featherlite™ Limited Flight Training Softball
SSBR
- Genuine softball appearance trains your eye for the real pitch
- Patented inset seams protect seam color from wearing off
- Optic yellow
- Great for indoor training
- Size: 12”, approx. 3 oz.

Safety Composite Training Softball
SF12Y1 / SF11Y1
- Level 1 SAFETY
- Optic yellow synthetic cover with red stitching
- Size: 12” & 11”
- 11” recommended for ages 6-10
* Safety training balls are not intended for competitive play

Big Leaguer™ Training Softball
BL12
- Simulates the pitch of a real softball
- Inset seams protect seam color from wearing off
- Tough construction prevents cracking and splitting
- 12” plastic training ball

Available in bags of 2 dozen

Ballistic™ Softball
PSBKS
- Genuine leather pitching machine softball
- Flat reinforced seam
- Optic yellow
- Dura poly core maintains its shape longer
- Size: 12”

Customize logo at the factory or keep things simple with a pad print application. It’s your ball, your choice!

Overseas Customization
- 90 to 120 day lead time
- Customized look and logo
- 96 dozen minimum order

Domestic Pad Print
- Two weeks or less lead time
- Choose up to 3 different colors for logos
- Available on all game and practice balls
- 6 dozen minimum order
Equipment Bag
BSK
- Heavy-duty construction and utility pocket
- Inside pocket
- Adjustable/removable shoulder strap

Mesh Ball Bag
MBB
- Rugged fine nylon mesh suitable for all types of equipment
- Locking drawstring
- 36” x 24”

Ball Bucket
BUCKET
- Holds 5 dozen base balls or 2 dozen soft balls
- Padded lid doubles as a seat

Bat & Ball Tote
B-TOTE
- Tote bag with bat sleeve and utility pocket
- Bucket flap inside
- Adjustable/removable shoulder strap

Wheeled Axe Bat Bag
BG2
- Separate bat compartment holds several bats
- Heavy duty wheels
- Padded cell phone pocket
- Batting glove holder
- Heavy duty "J" style fence hooks
- 36” L x 12” W x 12” H

Fungo
L1053C
- Maple Composite
- Axe shape decreases fatigue and provides more comfort
- Length: 35”  Weight: 22-23 oz.

Bat Pack
BG3
- Universal neoprene bat sleeves hold two bats securely
- Shoe compartment keeps dirt away from other cargo
- Fence hooks and Velcro glove keeper for easy access in the dugout
- Holds shoes, two bats, helmet, fielding glove and batting gloves with ease
- Separate pockets for sunglasses, cell phone, laptop/tablet and smaller items

One-Hand Trainer
L10618 / L10622
- Hardwood Composite
- Axe shape promotes proper hitting position
- Axe grip for superior comfort, less fatigue
**WEST**

**Outside Territory Mgrs**
- Brandon Williams
  - AK, ID, OR, WA
  - 425-757-3247
- Russ Nakamura
  - HI
  - 808-260-5606
- Jeremy Schlosser
  - CA
  - 206-856-7567

**Regional Inside Rep**
- Todd Tice
  - 800-392-1199

**MOUNTAIN**

**Regional Sales Mgr**
- Jerry Hink
  - AZ, CO, MT, NM, NV, UT, WY
  - 253-250-6975

**Outside Territory Mgrs**
- Jerry Hink
  - KS, MO, NE
  - 253-250-6975
- Brent Erickson
  - IA, MN, ND, SD, WI
  - 425-757-3248
- Bill Leark
  - IL, IN, MI
  - 708-701-1875

**Regional Inside Rep**
- Chad Kebba
  - 253-883-5169

**SOUTH**

**Regional Sales Mgr**
- Jesse Coxwell
  - GA, NC, SC
  - 678-517-3260

**Outside Territory Mgrs**
- Steven Carlson
  - South TX, LA
  - 206-718-0930
- Matt Nutt
  - AR, OK, North TX
  - 682-201-4813
- Patrick Caufield
  - KY, MS, OH, TN
  - 901-581-4832
- Greg Barton
  - AL, FL
  - 818-438-1006

**Regional Inside Rep**
- Bryce Murphy
  - 866-456-1045

**NORTHEAST**

**Outside Territory Mgr**
- Jeff Simon
  - CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, WV, VA, VT
  - 484-888-3331

**Regional Inside Rep**
- Barron Tanay
  - 253-883-5170

**MIDWEST**

**Regional Sales Support**
- Jennifer Sorensen
  - 253-883-5164